Acumen HPI software

What is Acumen HPI software?
Acumen HPI software is a decision support tool that detects the likelihood of a patient trending towards a hypotensive event* and provides you with insights to understand the root cause and inform a potential course of action for your patient.

For which patient population is Acumen HPI software indicated?
Acumen HPI software is intended for use in surgical and non-surgical patients receiving advanced hemodynamic monitoring. The Acumen HPI feature is considered to be additional quantitative information regarding the patient’s physiological condition for reference only and no therapeutic decisions should be made based solely on the Acumen HPI parameter.

How is monitoring hypotension with Acumen HPI software different than monitoring with standard hemodynamic variables?
Davies, et al sought to compare the accuracy in predicting impending hypotension of Acumen HPI software versus that of the commonly used hemodynamic parameters via ROC curve analysis. This study found that Acumen HPI (at -5, -10, -15 min) was a superior predictor of hypotensive events.* Additionally, two randomized controlled trials suggest that the use of Acumen HPI software as an early indicator of hemodynamic instability may enable a longer reaction time to proactively evaluate the root cause of impending hypotension. These two clinical trials also showed that Acumen HPI software in combination with a therapeutic protocol reduced the incidence, duration and severity of hypotensive events in non-cardiac surgical patients.

Systolic slope (dP/dt)

What is arterial dP/dt?
Systolic slope (dP/dt) is calculated as the maximum upslope of the arterial pressure waveform measured from a peripheral arterial line using Acumen IQ sensor. It measures the maximum rate of the arterial pressure rise during left ventricular contraction. Even though arterial dP/dt will have lower absolute values than isovolumic LV pressure dP/dt, their trends correlate strongly. Changes from baseline or trend values of arterial dP/dt are more useful than absolute values, and may be an indicator of increasing or decreasing contractility.

* A hypotensive event is defined as MAP <65 mmHg for a duration of at least one minute.
Although predominantly determined by LV contractility, dP/dt may be impacted by afterload during periods of vasoplegic states. Additionally, exercise caution when using dP/dt in patients with severe aortic stenosis, since the stenosis may reduce the coupling between the left ventricle and the afterload.

Dynamic arterial elastance (Ea\text{dyn})

What is Ea\text{dyn}?

Ea\text{dyn} is the ratio of pulse pressure variation (PPV) to stroke volume variation (SVV). Ea\text{dyn} has been shown to provide indication of potential afterload responsiveness to increase blood pressure by giving fluids in preload responsive mechanically ventilated and spontaneously breathing patients.\textsuperscript{9,10} In other words, it may be used as a predictor to determine when a preload responsive patient may also be pressure responsive. Ea\text{dyn} greater than 1.0 may suggest that preload responsive patients will increase their mean arterial pressure in response to a fluid bolus. A gray zone may exist between Ea\text{dyn} values of 0.8 and 1.2.\textsuperscript{11}

Can Ea\text{dyn} be used in spontaneously breathing patients?

Yes, Ea\text{dyn} can be used with spontaneously breathing patients as the impact of irregular variations in intrathoracic pressure influences both PPV and SVV in the same magnitude, maintaining the validity of the ratio.\textsuperscript{9}
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